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Our Mission 

To transform the experiences, outcomes, 
and life options for children and families 
who have been historically underserved 

by our institutions and systems.



• Examine the intent of a “Learning Partnership” 
approach as an equity strategy

• Explore how identity and mindset impact teaching and 
learning

• Create space to listen, connect with colleagues, share 
and learn across roles

• Leave with ideas and a commitment to take a next 
step or action. 

Seminar Purposes



How do we create the learning conditions that 
maximize the potential that lies within the 
variability of all learners?

How do we develop students to take an active 
stance in their own learning and the learning 
of others? 

SPOTLIGHT | Learning Cycles 3 & 4 



• Draw  this  diagram  and  
write  your  name  in  the  
center  circle.  

• For  each  additional  
circle,  add  a  word  or  
phrase  that  captures  
some  element  of  your  
identity.    

NAME

Connections  Activity

This  will  not  be  collected.



Example

White  
Female

Spiritual  /  
Connected

Partner   in  
interracial  
relationship

Daughter,
Doggy  Mom,  
Sister

Spanish  
speaker

Rachel

Educator  /
Advocate  /
Equity  Leader



Find and greet a 
partner 

With  which  of  the  
descriptors  do  you  
identify  most  strongly  at  
this  time  in  your  life?  
Why?



Find another partner & 
introduce yourself.

Which  aspect  of  your  
identity  has  helped  shape  
you  as  an  educator  and/or  
within  the  work  you  do?



Community  Mixer:  
Reflections  on  the  experience

“I’ve  grown  certain  that  the  root  of  all  
fear  is  that  we’ve  been  forced  to  deny  

who  we  are.”  
-Frances  Moore  Lappe



Notice moments of 
discomfort & stay 

curious

Listen fully –
with your ears, eyes, 

and heart

Speak your truth 
without blame or 

judgment

Be open to the 
experience of the 
seminar and each 

other 

Can we 
commit to:

Community Agreements



Notice moments 
of discomfort & 

stay curious

Listen fully –
with your ears, 
eyes, and heart

Speak your truth 
without blame or 

judgment

Be open to the 
experience of the 

seminar and 
each other 

Can we commit to:

Community Agreements

What opportunities or 
challenges might you face in 

having authentic 
conversations about equity 

during this seminar?

How well might these 
agreements support you in 

having authentic 
conversations?



Learning 
Partnerships 

for Equity
(an approach) 



Bring	  a	  Special	  
Teacher	  to	  Mind



Image  credit:  flickr.com/gaspi *yg

Reflect on a time when a teacher or another adult 
supported you to change or grow in some important 

way.

What do you recall about that teacher, and about 
your relationship with them?

Recall a special teacher…





Important to clarify what we mean:

The standards themselves

Curriculum 
(“aligned” with standards)

Assessment 

Pedagogy



Working toward 
EQUITY requires:



The Common Core State Standards Initiative 
was, in part, an EQUITY strategy:

college and career readiness for all.

“…ensures consistent expectations regardless 
of a student’s zip code…” 

National Governor’s Association, 2010



Equity 

CCSS



If you’re interested, feel free to take 
a look at pages 6-7 in your 

Resource Guides for more on this…



“Leading for Equity means 
taking responsibility for what 

matters to you.” 

– Julian Weissglass
Ripples of Hope (1998)



Stretch Break
Image  credit:  flickr.com/itchys



Image  credit:  flickr.com/ky_olsen

Listening: 
A Foundation for Building 

Partnership and Community



“When  you  listen  
generously  to  
people  they  can  
hear  the
truth  in  themselves,  
often  for  
the  first  time.”  

- Rachel  Naomi  Remen
Photo  Credit:  http://www.photoguides.net/24-stunning-examples-of-reflection-
photography



80% of awake time is spent 
communicating

We spend 45% of awake 
time listening

75% of the words are 
ignored, misunderstood, or 

forgotten

Most Adults listen actively 
for 17 seconds at a time.

A Study on Listening

Miriam E. Wilt (1950)
“A study of teacher awareness of listening as 

a factor in elementary education.”



What 
kind of 
listener 
are you?



Active

Passive

Informational

Conversational

Argumentative

Inattentive

Pretend

Constructivist

Image  credit:  flickr.com/Stephalicious

Types of Listening



Constructivist Listening 
Guiding Principle

I agree to listen to and 
think about you in 

exchange for you doing the 
same 

for me.



Dyad Guidelines
Each person:

Has equal time to talk

Listens without interruption

Maintains confidentiality

Does not criticize or complain about 
others during their time to talk 



Prompt

When is the last time you 
remember being listened to 

fully? How did that feel?



Prompt
What kind of listener do you 

want to be with your students? 
When does it get difficult for 

you to listen well?



What Listening Can Provide

Reflection

Expression & 
Release of 
Emotion

Relationship 
Building & 
Forming 
Alliances

Taking More 
Effective Action



Image  credit:  flickr.com/120tamtams

“When we begin listening to each 
other, and when we talk about 
things that matter to us, the world 
begins to change. 

Everyone has the capacity to be 
able to figure out how to make a 
difference. Listening and talking to 
one another heals our divisions 
and makes us brave again.”

- Margaret Wheatley



“A community is a group of people who acknowledge 
their interconnectedness, have a sense of their common 

purpose, respect their differences, share in group 
decision making as well as in responsibility for the 

actions of the group, and support each other’s growth.”

- Sheldon Berman

Reflection on Community



Bring	  a	  Student	  
to	  Mind



IDENTITY MINDSET SKILLS

Components of a  Learning 
Partnership

Building  
Relationships  

Across  Difference

Developing  
Mindsets   for  
Success

Using  Formative  
Assessment   for  
Independent  
Learning



Factors Impacting Learning 

•What do I know about 
my student’s identity? IDENTITY

•What do I understand
about my student’s 
mindset relative to 
learning in my 
classroom?

MINDSET

•What are my 
student’s strengths? 
Which skills do they 
need to develop? 

SKILLS



Think for a moment…

When you think about your 
focal student in light of this 
framework, what thoughts 

come up? What might you want 
to consider or learn more 

about?



Building & earning TRUST is non-negotiable, 
particularly for historically underserved students

Learn more about students’ identities

Build Rapport – get “in sync”

IDENTITY
Building  

Relationships  
Across  Difference



Build on TRUST:

To mutually develop clear 
goals & a path to get there

Support positive academic 
mindsets to increase 

motivation and ownership 
of learning

MINDSET

Developing  
Mindsets   for  
Success



Essential for students to know:

• skill strengths to build on
• skills needing development
• how they are making progress

SKILLS

Using  Formative  
Assessment   for  
Independent  
Learning



Considerations for 
Educators

WINDOW BRIDGE MIRROR

Looking Out

Insight to my 
student(s)…

How might I 
connect these to 

inform my 
instructional 

practice…

Looking In

Insight to myself…



The Learning Partnership Bridge 
(pp. 8-9) 



Read through the 
“Learning Partnership Bridge” 

(pp. 8-9) 

• What resonates most for you in this framework? 
(underline or highlight)

• Where do you think you have strengths in relation 
to this?  (* asterisk areas you have intentional 
practices that connect to this)

• What questions come up as you read (?)



Affinity Corners
Which component represents a strength 

for you? Join others with that strength

IDENTITY MINDSET

SKILLS



We’re all learners in a 
Learning Partnership

IDENTITY

MINDSET

SKILLS



Why  focus  on  just  a  few  students?

“If  I  apply  a  Learning  
Partnership approach  to  
a  few    focal  students,  I  
can  use  what  I  learn  to  
inform  my  instructional  
practice and  responses
to  impact  other  students  
with  similar  challenges.”  

Focal  
Students

Get  into  
relationship  
with  students  
deeply  - as  
learners,  as  
people…

Whole  class



Table Talk

What  intrigues  you  about  this  
learning  partnership  approach?
What  are  you  questioning  or  

wondering  about?



Creating Conditions to support
the Learning Partnership Approach



Table Talk

What  might  you  need   to  reimagine  at  a  
systems  level  …

Within  classrooms….
And  within  teacher   collaboration…
To  support   learning  partnerships?



Welcome Back!



MINDSET

Developing a Learning Partnership

“Mindsets  are  the  
assumptions  and  

expectations  we  have  for  
ourselves  and  others.    

These  attitudes  guide  our  
behavior  and  influence  our  
responses  to  daily  events.”    

- Robert  Brooks



The unconscious parts 
of the mind are most of 
the mind – where most 
of the decisions and 
many of the impressive 
acts of thinking take 
place. 

David Brooks, The Social Animal 

The  unconscious  mind…



Only 40 are conscious

11 million pieces of 
information a second

About  Our  Brain…



The  Stroop Test  

Our Brains in Action

Blue

Blue

Green

Please state the color of the text

Black

Red

Green

Blue

Black

Blue

Black

Red

Green

Green

Green

Red

Black



The  Stroop Test  

Our Brains in Action

Blue

Blue

Green

Please state the color of the text

Black

Red

Green

Blue

Black

Blue

Black

Red

Green

Green

Green

Red

Black



Priming

Associations

Assumptions

3 Key Processes



Male

or 

Female

Association



Dangerous
Friendly
Loving
Intelligent
Capable

Implicit Bias



Positive

or 

Negative

Association









“A young [black] man walks through chest deep floodwater after looting 
a grocery store in New Orleans…

“Two [white] residents wade through chest-deep water after finding 
bread and soda from a local grocery store after Hurricane Katrina came 
through the area in New Orleans…”



Unconscious bias + Structural power

Same network, same day, same crime





Dyad Prompt

What  are  you  thinking  and  feeling  about  
this  phenomenon  of  implicit  bias?



Bias  lives  in  the  
Unconscious  Mind



Implicit Bias

Implicit bias is when 
a person’s actions or 
decisions are at odds 
with their intentions.



From  Cracking   the  Codes;;  Tillman  Smith  and    Ise Lyfe



Think for a moment…

What are you thinking, after 
hearing Ise Lyfe’s story?

When you think about your 
focal student in light of this, 

what thoughts come up? 



Bring back to 
mind the  

student from 
earlier…



Team Share

What  are  you  thinking  about  
the  impact  of  implicit  bias  on  

your  students?  
….  on  perceptions  or  beliefs  
about  students’  abilities  or  

desire  to  learn?  



• Biases are malleable

• We can influence the 
unconscious and 
build new synapses -
thus new mental 
associations

Implicit  Bias:  The  Good  News!



Effective  De-Biasing  
Strategies

• Acknowledge  one’s  biases,  then  go  
toward  them.  Suppressing  biases  
actually  makes  them  stronger

• Active  Stereotype  Replacement

• Counter-stereotypic   Imaging,  Stories,  
and  Metaphor





Putting the Learning Partnership Approach 
into Action: Consider Focal Students



This work has 
value for me

My ability & 
competence 

grow with 
effort

I can succeed 
at this

I belong in this 
academic 

community

Academic  Mindsets  (p.10)



Please read the “Academic 
Mindsets Research” Excerpts 

(p.10)

• What resonates most for you in this 
framework? (underline or highlight)

• What questions come up as you read (?)



Pair Share

With  an  elbow  partner,  share  
what  resonates  for  you  or  a  
story  about  how  you’re  already  
fostering  an  Academic  Mindset  

in  your  context.



Think for a moment…

When you think about your 
focal student in light of this, 

what thoughts come up? What 
might you want to consider or 

learn more about?



Stand  near  a  corner  where  you  have  some  
strengths  in  fostering  this  mindset

What  does  fostering  this  mindset  in  students  
look  like  for  you  (strategies  and/or  impact)?



–Approach to mistakes

–Approach to praise

–Systems for students to 
monitor progress

+ What do YOU do?

Considerations to shift mindset:



Putting the Learning Partnership 
Approach into Action:

As  you  think  about  your  student…

• What  do  you  want  to  learn?
• What  do  you  wonder  about?
• What  are  you  challenged  by?
• If  you  tried  out  a  Learning  Partnership…  
What  do  you  have  to  lose?



Resource Exploration
Resource  Guide:
Introduction  to  Cultural  Synchronization   p.  12
“What  is  Stereotype  Threat” p.  15
Developing  a  Learning  Partnership p.  17
Building  Rapport p.  20
Creating  Time  to  Connect  with  Your  Focal  Student p.  21

Academic  Mindsets p.  10
Fixed  vs.  Growth  Mindsets p.  11
Developing  a  Learning  Partnership p.  17
Mindshifting:  Cultivating  a  Growth  Mindset p.  22
Growth  Mindset:  Suggestions  for  Moving  Forward p.  23
Fostering  a  Growth  Mindset  in  the  Classroom p.  24

Developing  a  Learning  Partnership p.  17
Classroom  Assessment  for  Learning p.  49



Form Trios

Please  find  2  people  who  have  the  same  role  as  you



Trio Reflections
• How was that experience? 
• What’s an intention you want to 

set for yourself? 



“If not us, then who? If 
not now, then when?” 

-John E. Lewis



Written Reflections
Please share your reflections about 

the day..

What was most valuable for you?

What are you walking away with?

Is there anything you would have 
liked to see more or less of? 



Thank You For Your Engagement & 
Leadership! 

Heidi Gill
hgill@nationalequityproject.org

Rachel Rosen
rrosen@nationalequityproject.org

Daneen Keaton
dkeaton@nationalequityproject.org
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